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Listening and Speaking
I. Once there was a big black hen. Its name was Higgledy Piggledy. She laid eggs for
gentlemen. Sometimes nine and some times ten.
		 Here are some sentences given. But the sentences are in jumbled. Write the
sentences in correct order.
(4 x 1 = 4)
1. It laid eggs for gentlemen.
2. Once there was a big black hen.
3. Sometimes nine and sometimes ten.
4. Its name was Higgledy Piggledy.
II. Look at the pictures and answer the questions.

(4 x 1 = 4)

1. Is this dog walking ?
		________________________________________
2. Are the parrots flying ?
		________________________________________
3. Who is this ?
		________________________________________
4. Are these bananas ?
		________________________________________
Reading
III. Answer the questions in one or two words.

(3 x 1 = 3)

I. What kind of bird did the man have ?
Ans. __________________________________________________________________
2. What kind of eggs did the bird lay ?
Ans. _________________________________________________________________
3. What kind of a person do you think the man was ?
Ans. _________________________________________________________________
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Writing
IV. Write ‘is’ or ‘are’ in the right places in these sentences.

(5 x 1 = 5)

1. Mother ________________ singing to the baby.
2. The books ________________ dusty.
3. Toys ________________ fun.
4. Children ________________ playing in the park.
5. Lily ________________ playing with her pet dog.
Grammar
V. Change the necessary letters to capital letters in the following sentences.
			
(5 x 1 = 5)
1. mumbai is a busy city.
		__________________________________________________________________
2. gopal, reena and meena are playing in the garden.
		__________________________________________________________________
3. paul’s neighbours were very happy.
		__________________________________________________________________
4. his brother’s friends went to play.
		__________________________________________________________________
5. sam always bought his brother chocolate cakes.
		__________________________________________________________________
Vocabulary
VI. Here are some words. But their letters are all jumbled. Write the letters in the
correct order.
(4 x 1 = 4)
1. ROOP

__________________

2. OOSGE

__________________

3. GDLONE

__________________

4. NMA

__________________
HHHH
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